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Abstract: We have theoretically and numerically investigated the self-healing peculiarity of Airy beams 

truncated by different decay factors. The self-healing dynamic processes of truncated Airy beams are different 

from that of blocked Airy beams. The wing with large truncation of Airy beam can propagate much longer 

distance than that of small truncated wing. When one of the wings is complete truncated, the Airy beam 

propagates along a straight line and neither self-bending nor self-reconstruction can be observed. The Poynting 

vector and energy flow are conducted to gain an insight into the physical mechanism. 
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I Introduction 
Airy beams family as newly different class of non-diffracting beams, such as Bessel, Mathieu, Weber 

and discrete non-diffracting beams, have attracted much attention on their propagation and generation [1-4]. 

Besides the non-spreading feature, the remarkable peculiarities of Airy beams are that they do not propagate in a 

straight line path but along parabolic ballistic trajectory (self-bending), transversal acceleration, self-healing or 

self-reconstruction. Those properties offering a wide range of potential applications in the fields including 

plasma wave-guiding [5], microparticle manipulation [6], generation of light bullets and curved femto-filaments 

[7-8], and Generation of electron Airy beams [9].  

Airy wave packet as the solution of the paraxial Schrödinger equation [10] was firstly observed by 

Berry and Balazs under the physical background of quantum mechanism [11]. Theoretically, the ideal Airy beam 

contains infinite energy. Although Airy function is not square integrabel [12], the gravity center remain invariant 

and the main lobe tends to accelerate along parabolic trajectory during propagation in spite of without external 

potential. The Airy beam can be seen as an interference pattern, similar to the Bessel beam [13-14]. 

Experimentally, the first optical realization of Airy beam by Siviloglou et al [15-16] is a truncation version, 

which carries finite energy and is generated from multiplying the Airy function distribution by an exponential 

decay factor or a Gaussian window. Recently, some other methods, such as using nonlinear processes in 

photonic crystal [17], or by utilizing constructed microchirp laser [18], 3/2 phase pattern [19] and so on, have 

been proposed for producing Airy beams.  

Due to the intriguing propagation peculiarity of Airy beam (self-curving trajectory, weak diffraction 

and self-healing), many works have investigated and demonstrated the propagation dynamics of Airy beams 

from paraxial [20] to nonparaxial approximation [21-22] and from spatio-temporal 1D-2D to 3D-4D [23-24]. 

Many others Airy-type beams or pulses and beam array [25-27] have also triggered much attention, from linear 

media to the nonlinear regime [28-29]. Among those works, the self-accelerating and self-healing evolutions of 

Airy beams [30-31], whose main lobes are embed with a vortex or masked by an artificial presupposition 

particle, are interesting topics and have been widely investigated. While, if the two wings or one of them is 

truncated, whether or not the distinguishing processes of energy compensation and flow can occur to fulfill the 

self-accelerating and self-healing. This question has not been reported yet and remains an open question, but it 

will be investigated in the following arrangement. 

 

II The theoretical description and mathematical equations 
We will start our analysis and get the ballistic dynamics of 2D Airy beams from the following basic 

paraxial Schrödinger equation [15, 30]: 
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where 0 02 /k n   is the wavenumber and 0 532  nm is the wavelength. The initial electric field envelope 

is given by: 
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The evolution pattern of accelerating Airy beam in closed form can be obtained from: 
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the ( )mAi s denotes the Airy function and the dimensionless transverse coordinates are
0/xs x x and 0/ys y y , 

the normalized propagation distance are 
2

0/x z kx  and 
2

0/y z ky  . 
0x =

0y =1.5 mm are normalization 

constants and ,am x y represents the decay factor acts as an exponential aperture function. Along the propagation 

direction z path, the ballistic trajectory [32- 33] of the main lobe of Airy beam can be directly determined by: 
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here, the ,m x y  denote the initial launch angles associated with the beam coordinate axis x and y. It illustrates 

that the deflection of peak intensity from straight line is wavelength dependent [34]. 

The self-healing properties of Airy beam partially blocked by a finite opaque obstacle can be explained 

by Babinet’s principle. It has been demonstrated that the robustness of the self-healing of non-diffracting optical 

beams in adverse environments, such as scattering media and turbulence, are corresponding to the internal 

power flow described by Poynting vector and angular momentum [30]. The theoretical calculating evolutions of 

self-bending [35] propagation configuration and self-reconstruction as a function of propagation distance are 

shown in figure 1(a) and 1(b). Here, the two wings of the initial Airy beam are truncated by different decay 

factors 
xa = 0.01 and ya = 0.2. Figure 1 shows that oscillating self-reconstruction dynamics of the partially 

truncated tailing of y-wing can be observed along the propagation path. Another x-wing gradually decays into 

circumambience of free space. 

 

 
Fig. 1. (Color online) (a) The theoretical calculating self-bending propagation configuration of truncated Airy 

beam. (b) The self-reconstruction processes of truncated Airy beam. 
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III The numerical results and discussions 
3.1. The self-bending, ballistic trajectory and transversal accelerating 

The numerical simulation of self-bending of Airy beam is shown in Fig. 2(a). The yellow dash-line 

represents the ballistic trajectory of the main lobe according to the theoretical formula (4). The numerical results 

consistent with theoretical calculations well. Along the propagation path, the two wings of Airy beam developed 

into different propagating scenarios. In the transverse x-direction, the intensity profile indicates that the beam 

has undergone an important transformation from Airy function to a Gaussian profile as can be seen in Fig. 2(b). 

In the transverse y-direction, the configuration is absolutely different from that of transverse x-direction. A 

self-similar Airy-shaped intensity profiles, featured by slowly decaying, oscillating tails, can be observed at 

different positions along propagation path shown in Fig. 2(c). As the continuing propagation, the intensity 

profile will finally become into a Gaussian shape as similar as that of x-wing. The transversal accelerating of the 

Airy beam in the transversal plane including x and y directions independent on the truncation factors indicated 

in formula (4). It has been demonstrated that the accelerating trajectory can be controlled with optically induced 

refractive-index gradient to achieve the goal of propagation along arbitrary trajectory [36-37]. 

 

 
Fig. 2. (Color online) (a) The numerically calculated self-bending propagation configuration of truncated Airy 

beam, the yellow dash-line represents the ballistic trajectory of the main lobe according to the theoretical 

formula (4). The intensity profiles as a function of distance of truncated Airy beam, (b) corresponding to 

x-direction and (c) corresponding to y-direction. 

 

3.2. The self-healing of airy beams 

The self-healing property of Airy beam implies that the propagation is independent of the initial 

condition and is hardly sensitive to small phase fluctuation of the incident beam, resulting in the system 

develops towards a stable mode, at least if one observes its intensity profile at a finite-distance. The numerically 

calculated self-healing processes are shown in Fig. 3, which is in excellent agreement with Fig. 1(b) obtained 

from theoretical calculation. While this self-healing processes are different from that perturbed or blocked by a 

particle of the main lobe of Airy beam. The blocked Airy beam reconstructed from an interference field of its 

own two-wing side lobes. From the self-healing dynamics, it can be seen that y-wing propagates much longer 

distance compared with that of x-wing, due to the former undergoes a special course of self-healing firstly 

before the diffraction propagation manner that x-wing directly encountered. 

 

 
Fig. 3. (Color online) (a) The numerically calculated self-healing propagation configuration of truncated Airy 

beam with different decay factors 
xa = 0.01 and ya = 0.2. 
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While when the decay factor is adjusted to ya = 1 and keep the 
xa  not changed, an absolutely 

different accelerating propagation manner can be observed as shown in Fig. 4(a). The transversal acceleration 

and position shift of the main lobe occur only along the x-wing as can be seen in Fig. 4(b), the trajectory of the 

main beam becomes a straight line in x-direction but not curved along the cross angle 45
 in the x-y plane 

enabling the self-bending trajectory of Airy beam. The y-wing exhibits a normal diffraction propagation similar 

as Gaussian beam in spite of the initial intensity profile with a slight oscillating tailing seen in Fig. 4(c).  

 

 
Fig. 4. (Color online) (a) The numerically calculated propagation configuration of truncated Airy beam with 

different decay factors 
xa = 0.01 and ya = 1.0. The intensity profiles as a function of distance, (b) 

corresponding to x-direction and (c) corresponding to y-direction. The red dash-line represents the ballistic 

trajectory of the main lobe in the x-z plane. 

 

3.3. The pointing vector and energy flow 

We gain an insight into the evolution to explain the above observed patterns emanating from numerical 

calculation. When ya = 1.0, it means the y-wing of the beam is absolutely truncated by a Gaussian function 

window, and only the x-wing of the beam evolution with a long oscillating tailing similar with Bessel beam. It is 

demonstrated that the spatial truncation function plays an important inherent influence on the extrinsic evolution 

of the ideal Airy beam. Furthermore, we conduct the practical analysis by using the Poynting vector S


 and 

energy flow to illuminate the field configuration. In the paraxial regime, S


 is given by: 
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where the 0 0 0/    represents the impedance of free space. zS


 and S


  denote the 

longitudinal and transverse components of the Poynting vector, respectively. In figure 5, we plot the Poynting 

vector, which intuitively demonstrates the internal energy flow during the transversal acceleration and 

self-healing processes, of the field at two different distances for 
xa = 0.01 and ya = 0.2. At the initial 

propagation stage z = 50 m, only small energy of x-wing flows towards the lateral regimes along y direction, 

resulting in rebirth of the secondary side lobes from the y-wing and reformation of the newly formed coherent 

field in the internal cross regime. The external energy flows evidently facilitate the lateral acceleration and 

enable the self-bending of Airy beam along cross angle 45
 in the x-y plane. As propagation continued, the 

reconstruction dynamic will be enhanced, i.e., after z = 110 m, the complete regeneration of y-wing can be 

observed. 

   While when the y-wing is completely truncated as shown in figure 4, most energy flow outward along the 

x-wing and there is not enough energy efficiently compensate to realize the reformation the y-wing. Therefore, 

an acceleration only occurs in the x direction and a straight line propagation can be obtained. 
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Fig. 5. (Color online) The calculated transverse energy flow at different distances for 

xa = 0.01 and ya = 0.2. (a) 

z = 50 m; (b) z = 110 m. 

 

IV Summary 

We have numerically demonstrated the self-healing peculiarity of Airy beam truncated by different 

decay factors. The self-healing dynamic processes of truncated Airy beams are different from that of blocked 

Airy beams. The wing with large truncation of Airy beam will propagate much longer distance than that of small 

truncated wing. While the Airy beam, one of the wings is complete truncated, can propagate along a straight line 

and neither self-bending nor self-reconstruction can be observed. It indicates that the truncation function has 

important influence on the propagation trajectory of Airy beam. The Poynting vector and energy flow are 

conducted to gain an insight into the physical mechanism. 
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